In the City, Tuxedo Rose is a mysterious masked man that
seems to be a magnet for trouble. No one is sure if Tux is a
fellow fighter of evil, a casual spectator, a criminal mastermind, or an impartial judge. The players are the magical
girls that (publically or privately) all have some kind of crush
on Tuxedo Rose. But that infatuation can vary from blinded
by love all the way to spurned and bitter rival.

red·line crush (n.)
1. Under emotional stress (such as when playing a blank
tile), a magical person spontaneously bursts with
power possibly causing damage to themselves, their
social status, relationships, the people they care
about, and/or innocent bystanders and property.

crush (n.)
1. A decisive or critical moment or situation.
2. A usually temporary infatuation.
3. One who is the object of such an infatuation.

red·line (v.intr.)
1. To reach the maximum engine speed at which an
engine is designed to be safely operated.
2. To mark or designate for cancellation, rejection,
dismissal, or the like.

Redline Crush!

Following the logic of magical girl anime, these villains will
(of course) start their campaign of evil but infiltrating the
school that our player's attend.

Finally, Snow Wight and her vicious zombie dwarves.
Mirror Mirror on the wall,
who's the fairest of them all?
Ruby lips and snow blind eyes,
beware her tricks and the zombie knives.

Beside him is Prince and his gang/wolf pack.
Mirror Mirror on the wall,
who's the wildest of them all?
Bright white teeth and slicked back hair,
he only acts like he doesn't care.

Out of the mists walk Jack Frost and his Ice Fiends.
Mirror Mirror on the wall,
who's the coldest of them all?
With childish glee he deals cards
that are full of hate and icy shards.

Winter has come to the City; overcast skies, erratic gusts of
icy cold wind, there's a light dusting of snow, and wind
whipped snow snakes drift across the streets. Evil has
drifted in with the cold. A trio walks into the City, seemingly
oblivious to the cold.
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Redline Crush is a little different from other TTwR play sets.
Some of the characters have fixed genders and others are
intended to be flexible. Teri, Kelsi, and Vickie are straight
up magical girls. Jerry/Jeri can be a boy or girl and might
cross change gender when transformed. Tuxedo Rose
always appears as a young man, but may be secretly
another school girl. Have fun with that! Some of the best
anime (and Shakespeare) stories out there revolve around
strange love triangles and confused genders.

Best traits: Agreeable, sociable, optimistic
Worst traits: Vain, rude, jealous, arrogant

Blood Type O

Best traits: Cool, controlled, rational, sociable, adaptable
Worst traits: Critical, indecisive, forgetful, irresponsible

Blood Type AB

Best traits: Wild, active, doer, creative, passionate, strong
Worst traits: Selfish, irresponsible, unforgiving, unpredictable

Blood Type B

Best traits: Earnest, creative, sensible, reserved, responsible
Worst traits: Fastidious, over-earnest, stubborn, tense

Blood Type A

A pop culture reference that is common in Asia is that blood
type has an effect on your personality. Use this list as a
handy aid as to which traits are associated with which type.
Eager to make people happy combined with some
good cooking skills makes Teri a natural greeter.

Details:

Lean and built for speed, Kelsi may not be the
curviest girl in school, but she's got energy.

Details:

Wow, Peter Prince is a smooth operator. Have
you seen him run?
Green sleeves and streamers, speed queen with
dazzling leaps and a silver javelin.
Can't stand the cold. It's fffreezing in here. I can
barely feel my fingers.
Overdrive! Strange time effects when you move
and wicked javelins.

Track and field superstar, of course.

Blood Type B.

Kelly Green (Kelsi)

Name:

That new student, Jack Winter (Jack Frost), is too
reserved. Welcome Club to the rescue!
Blue vest and a polka dot skirt, combat teleporter
with a wand that hits like a sledgehammer.
Zombies why did it have to be zombies? Eww,
don't touch me, you dirty things.
Overdrive! Even a simple application of your
powers is cranked to 11.

Queen of the Welcome Club.

Blood Type A.

Terra Blue (Teri)

Name:

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________

Blood type AB.

Editor for the school paper.

I bet these new students have a story to tell.

Snappy tuxedo and endless roses, you can throw
stems like a dart with magical effects.

We're all pawns in someone else's game.

Overdrive! Your roses become briar patches with
wicked thorns. Thrown roses strike hard as bullets.

Details: _______________________________________

In school you tend to be a cool cat, out in the field
you have your press pass or mask to hide behind.

Details:

_______________________________________

Name:

Tuxedo Rose (Chris/Christine)

Overdrive! Steam that takes on a life of its own, gears
the size of dogs, the ground moves like clock-work.

Name:

Overdrive! Hurricane forces playing with fire.

Susan White? Very pretty, smart, strange that she's
not in a school for the blind (secretly Snow Wight.)
Steampunk leathers and goggles, you can hurl gears
like blunt throwing stars and use steam magic.

Guys? Hello? Vickie here. These new students are
not so much.
Violet skirts and ribbons, she's a whirling tornado
with a blazing sword.
Hate's animals and they know it. She's a drool and
hair magnet.

I can't believe she's a monster.

President of the chess club.

Kendo (wooden swords) class leader.

You wear your geek pride proudly in science class or
the chess club. The new girl is rather clever.
Blood Type A.

Details:

Vickie loves being the center of attention. See
doesn't see what's so special about the new kids.

Details:

Gideon Gear (Jerry)/Golden Gear (Jeri)

Blood Type O.

Name:

Ultra Violet (Vickie)

Name:

